Pre Mothers Day
Workshop with a focus on
the lovely script style
Tutor: Barbara Enright
Sun 5 May 10:00am - 4:30pm
Cost: $90 per person
ABOUT BARBARA
Barbara studied show card and ticket writing in 1967 and hasn’t put down her brushes since.
That's 47 years of lettering experience!
Barbara produced thousands of ticket cards for Myer Melbourne, Grace Bros. and other
retail outlets in Sydney. She started her own show card, ticket writing and screen printing
studio producing retail and promotional signage. She’s also a seasoned teacher, having
taught ticket writing and calligraphy classes both privately and through TAFE NSW.
Barbara’s enthusiasm for lettering is contagious! She is thrilled to hear that lettering is
making a huge comeback in the design scene, and wants to pass on her years of experience
to fellow lettering nerds and type aficionados.
Barbara's special skills need to be shared with others. Barbara has taught to hundreds of
students from all over Australia. In 2016, an online course was launched and now lettering
lovers can flourish globally.
LOVE FROM PREVIOUS WORKSHOPS
"Thank you so much for the wonderful weekend of learning! I was thoroughly challenged, but
pleased with my progress and really thankful to have the opportunity to learn from an
experienced master like Barbara." – Ruby
"I have been doing a myriad of workshops this year all focusing on learning hand made type
and last weekend was by far the most informative, inspiring and relaxed of these workshops.
Limiting the class to a handful of people and having the workshop take place over two days
were contributing factors as this allowed real one on one time with Barbara and gave us
more time to focus on each style. The workshop didn't feel rushed which so many do. This
created a real enthusiastic and excited energy around the table, a real positive learning
space. Barbara's enthusiasm and skill were infectious which made you want to dive in and
explore fully the new techniques being shared. I would highly recommend this workshop to
anyone interested in broadening their skills and knowledge of brush type." – Tricia
"It gave me the inspiration to pick up a brush for the first time to build some lettering skills.
The process in the class was one of little break through’s and then plateaus and even back
slides! But through the roller coaster Barbara gave us calm assistance and an unfailing belief
that we could attain the skills. Watching Barbara brush her letters was an absolute treat." –
Mary
Description
In this one-day workshop, Barbara will teach you the key skills to become confident in Script
Lettering. The course is for beginners, but everyone is welcome. You’ll begin with warm up
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drills, using a real lettering brush, to introduce you to the gliding action and delicate nature of
paint, water and brush. After the warm up is over, we move on to the lowercase and
uppercase alphabet. You’ll have a clear understanding of thick and thins, when to reload
your brush, and how to achieve a gorgeous script style.
At the end of the class, you will be confident to write your favourite quote, or create a
meaningful card for a loved one. You will leave the workshop with the key skills of script
lettering with a brush.

What you will learn
• The key skills to become confident in Script brush Lettering
What you will get
• Brush and guide sheets
What to bring
• A favourite quote, between 1-10 words
• BYO lunch

Please print a copy of this for your records
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